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Lesson Plan Template 

1 SUMMARY INFORMATION 

YOUR NAME: DILA CADUN SELVI 

TOPIC OF YOUR LESSON: PLANETS 

TIME FRAME: 320 MINUTES 

SIZE OF YOUR CLASS: 28 STUDENTS 

OTHER RELEVANT REMARKS:  Learning a second language has always been such a broad and 

advantageous field  that it can easily be implemented and integrated with other disciplines. 

Our topic “planets” is not only in the curriculum of English lesson but also in the 

curriculum of Science lesson so students are familiar with it.  

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE LESSON AND HOW IT FITS INTO YOUR ONGOING CURRICULUM:  

It is the last unit of the students’ book of the 7th grades. These 7th graders are the children of 

Z generation so they are able to keep up with the developments in all fields rapidly and also 

are able to comprehend, analyze, filter, criticize, question and use all the information they 

get. With this topic, they have the opportunity to use their 21st century skills thoroughly, 

integrate STEAM into English lesson and be able to use the 5 E’s of education.(Engage, 

explore, explain, elaborate, evaluate ) by working individually, in pairs or in groups and 

assess both themselves and their friends.   

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

Students will be able to; 

*broaden their knowledge about the planets and solar system. 

*make comparisons about the planets in the solar system. 

*talk about the past events and report on general truths. 

* identify specific information in various texts about facts and general truths. 

*use and improve their four skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking) and 21st century 

skills effectively by collaborating, analyzing, communicating, thinking critically, using their 

creativity and their ICT literacy. 

 

 

2 ACTIVITIES 

In the following section you are asked to describe the different activities which make up your 

lesson plan. Please read the following three points before continuing with the template. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
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1. For each activity in your lesson plan, please choose from the following learning 

outcomes (based on Bloom’s Taxonomy1): 

• Remember: recall facts and basic concepts 

• Understand: explain ideas or concepts 

• Apply: use information in new situations 

• Analyze: draw connections among ideas 

• Evaluate: justify a stand or decision 

• Create: produce new or original work 

A good lesson plan will have a variety of learning outcomes across the activities. 

2. For each activity in your lesson plan, please choose from the following activity types 

(based on Laurillard’s Conversational Framework): 

• Read/ watch/ listen: read a text, watch a video or listen to a speech/song 

• Collaborate: collaboration activities in a group  

• Discuss: discussion in whole class setting, peers or in groups  

• Investigate: search for information, compare concepts, analyse a text 

• Practice: bring into action what you have learned, present, construct 

• Produce: create an artefact, draft a script, shoot a video etc. 

 

3. For each activity in your lesson plan identify the type of formative assessment 

technique used (e.g.: certain question and feedback techniques, peer assessment, self-

assessment, formative quizzes, etc.) as well as how you plan to use the information 

about student learning. 

 

 

1 You can find more information here https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom%27s_taxonomy  

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloom%27s_taxonomy
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ACTIVITY 1: 

Learning outcomes: Remember, understand, apply. 

Type of activity: Discuss, practice, watch. 

Time: 40 minutes. 

Role of students: Bring their own devices, play the game, do the quiz and discuss. 

Role of the teacher: Prepare an online quiz and game and present them as a warm up activity. 

Description of the activity: At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher presents the quiz she prepared on 

Kahoot    https://create.kahoot.it/details/planets-and-the-solar-system/8bc0f217-1929-40e2-939f-

942eda9ad6b7   on the interactive board and gives tablets to the students who cannot bring their own 

devices. Starts the quiz and sees the students’ knowledge about the planets individually by the help of 

the quiz. Then, she presents the online game she prepared and wants the students to write the names of 

the planets under the planets’ pictures. Next, with the other game, she wants the students to match the 

explanations with the planets. For these last two games “learningapps” https://learningapps.org/   is 

used.   After that, she lets the students discuss the answers of both the quiz and the games. Finally, she 

presents an animation video about the planets 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WApvQ8yp5WE&t=88s With this video students learn the features 

of the planets. 

The teacher ends the lesson by asking the students “Why is Pluto considered a dwarf planet?”She wants 

them to make inquiries about Pluto and take notes for the next lesson  

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity: At the end of the lesson the teacher gives the 

students the same quiz and the same games to see how well they understood. Then, tells the students to 

prepare their information cards about the planets with a few explanatory sentences on one side and the 

name of the planet on the other side, exchange with their desk mates and and ask each other questions.  

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities?  The students will be told to keep those information cards they prepared at the end 

of the lesson because they will use the information at the end of the unit to create a blog and  in  both 

virtual and real exhibitions. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
https://create.kahoot.it/details/planets-and-the-solar-system/8bc0f217-1929-40e2-939f-942eda9ad6b7
https://create.kahoot.it/details/planets-and-the-solar-system/8bc0f217-1929-40e2-939f-942eda9ad6b7
https://learningapps.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WApvQ8yp5WE&t=88s
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ACTIVITY 2: 

Learning outcomes: Understand, analyze, evaluate. 

Type of activity: Read, collaborate, discuss. 

Time: 25 minutes 

Role of students: Work in groups, transfer the information. 

Role of the teacher: Form teams, guide the discussions and groups. 

Description of the activity: The teacher writes the names of 28 students on “Random Team Generator” 

WEB 2.0 tool   https://www.randomlists.com/   on the interactive board and 7 groups consisting of 4 

students are formed automatically. When the groups come together, the teacher wants them to discuss 

the question she asked at the end of the previous lesson. They share each others’ opinions, discuss what 

dwarf planet means, what their characteristics are, what distinguishes Pluto from other planets. Next, 

they determine a spokesperson for each group and those spokesperson talks about the answers of those 

questions and ask other groups questions and discuss with them.  

 Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity:  Students share their results of research on the 

question with group members first, then, with the whole class. They work collaboratively and by 

determining a spokesperson, they give and express their own thoughts, courage each other and find  

their own way how to select a spokesperson. This helps them to improve their self confidence and even 

the quiet students have the opportunity to state their thoughts. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities?  As the planet names are determined for each group, from now on the groups will 

work on their planets throughout the unit. They will upload their works on the blog that will be created 

by the teacher for the unit after each activity. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
https://www.randomlists.com/
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ACTIVITY 3: 

Learning outcomes:  Create 

Type of activity:  Collaborate and produce. 

Time: 25 minutes 

Role of students:  Write their group names and create their own parts in the blog. 

Role of the teacher: Guide the students and open a blog for the unit. 

Description of the activity: Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity. The teacher tells 

the groups that each group will represent two planets and they will be their group names. To determine 

the planets, the teacher logs in “wheeldecide” WEB2.0 tool . 

https://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=Mercury&c2=Venus+&c3=Earth&c4=Mars&c5=Jupiter&c6=Satur

n&c7=Uranus 

The spokesperson of each group comes to the interactive board and spins the wheel twice and so each 

group sees which planets they are going to represent. Then, the groups write their planet names on the 

cardboards and draw the pictures of their planets by using their creativity by the way they will be able to 

use their art skills. They hang them on the walls of their stands. So, it will be like a planet stand. The 

teacher creates a blog for the unit and each group opens new pages for themselves in the blog and start 

to upload their works. 

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity:  To write the planet names and draw the planet 

pictures, they work in pairs within the group. Two of the students draw the pictures and the other two 

works on writing the names. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities? The works of the students will be uploaded to the blog each day. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
https://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=Mercury&c2=Venus+&c3=Earth&c4=Mars&c5=Jupiter&c6=Saturn&c7=Uranus
https://wheeldecide.com/index.php?c1=Mercury&c2=Venus+&c3=Earth&c4=Mars&c5=Jupiter&c6=Saturn&c7=Uranus
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ACTIVITY 4: 

Learning outcomes: Understand, analyze, create. 

Type of activity: Read, collaborate, discuss, investigate, produce. 

Time: 45 minutes 

Role of students: Read and analyze the text, answer pre and after questions. Search and grasp the 

meanings of unknown words. Prepare an online game about new vocabulary. Discuss the text and form 

questions about the text. 

Role of the teacher:  Observe and guide the students. Ask questions about the text. 

Description of the activity: Students discuss the pre questions with the group members. Then, they read 

the text in their students’ book named” Our Solar System” and each group member writes down the 

words they are not familiar with while reading. They search for the meanings, analyze the text and 

discuss after questions. Next, each group prepares an online word game using “Wordwall” tool. 

https://wordwall.net/  After they create the game, they mail the link of the game to the mail of the other 

spokespeople of the groups. All groups play the other groups’ games and they can see the results of the 

games, on their screen. Finally, the teacher asks some questions to understand whether the students 

understood the text and the new words or not.  

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity:  The students have the control of the process 

and they lead each other through the process. By preparing games, they both improve their 21st century 

skills and assess each others’ works. By asking questions and checking students’ works the teacher assess 

the process. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities? Reading and analyzing the text will help the students improve their reading skills 

and this will help them to be able to write texts in the bog for their planets.  

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
https://wordwall.net/
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ACTIVITY 5: 

Learning outcomes: Remember, understand, apply. 

Type of activity: Collaborate, discuss, investigate, practice. 

Time: 20 minutes 

Role of students: Make research for their planets, learn the characteristics of them and form comparison 

sentences. 

Role of the teacher: Guide the students and back them up when they need.   

Description of the activity:  Now it’s time to make research for the planets they represent. After they 

gather information about the planets, the students write the numeric features of the planets, make 

comparisons between the two planets they represent and prepare slides by using Google docs.  For 

example; the size of Neptune is 49.244 km and it’s 4,498,396,441 km from the sun. The size of Venus is 

12,103 km and it’s 108,209,475 km from the sun. Venus is closer to the sun than Neptune. Neptune is 

larger than Venus. By this way the students integrate their Maths (addition, subtraction, etc) and Science 

(calculating the mass, understanding the features of the planets.) skills into English lesson. 

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity: While collaborating, the students and the 

teacher find the opportunity to assess the sentences via Google docs. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities? The students will use the information they gathered during this activity when they 

write their final texts about their planets and upload them and the Google docs on the blog. Also they 

will use all of them in the real and virtual exhibition of the planets. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
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ACTIVITY 6: 

Learning outcomes: Understand, apply, analyze, evaluate. 

Type of activity: Collaborate, discuss, practice, produce. 

Time: 45 minutes 

Role of students: The students put all the information, the images, everything about their planets in 

writing and upload to the blog. Prepare their own rubrics. 

Role of the teacher: Check the rubrics and the texts, guide and back them up when they need.  

Description of the activity:  The groups make work sharing and write texts and support them with visuals 

about their planets. Then, they give their evaluation rubrics prepared by themselves to the groups and 

the groups check the other groups’ texts according to the rubrics. Next, the teacher makes the final 

check and if approved, the groups upload them to the blog. 

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity: Rubrics are used in this activity and with the 

rubrics the teacher and the students assess themselves and each other. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities? The students will continue to form the blog. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
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ACTIVITY 7: 

Learning outcomes: Create 

Type of activity: Collaborate, practice, produce. 

Time: 60 minutes 

Role of students: They design a 3D hand made solar system. 

Role of the teacher: Guide the students. 

Description of the activity:  Each group designs their own active 3D handmade solar system. In this 

activity the students will be able to use their creativity, engineering skills, critical thinking skills, etc. After 

the designing, they take the photos of their products and upload to the blog. 

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity: The students take and give suggestions to the 

other groups and want them to assess their works. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities? The products will be used in the real and virtual exhibition. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4
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ACTIVITY 8: 

Learning outcomes: Create 

Type of activity: Collaborate, practice, produce. 

Time: 60 minutes 

Role of students: Prepare the school garden for the exhibition and make the final contributions to the 

blog. 

Role of the teacher: Guide the students, invite the parents to the exhibition. 

Description of the activity:  The students prepare their stands in the school garden, display their 3D 

handmade solar sytem products, their explanatory texts including the information they gathered during 

the activities and their visuals. On each stand, there will be QR codes and the visitors will be able to see 

the virtual exhibition and the blog on the internet at the same time by taking pictures of the QR codes. 

Formative assessment technique(s) used in this activity: The students get feedback from their friends 

and friends and the other teachers. 

How will you use the information gathered about student learning during the activity or to shape 

following activities? The link of the blog will be shared in the school’s web site and on social media. 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2Fteachup.eun.org%2F&event=video_description&redir_token=FiH5aVsRvS_8C6T11I0_1bRW5ml8MTU4MzU4OTUwM0AxNTgzNTAzMTAz&v=3xHNBcnNeL4

